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ABSTRACT: A method for estimating the decrease in crack-initiation toughness, from a

reference plane strain value, due to positive straining along the crack front of a circumferential

flaw in a reactor pressure vessel is presented in this study. This method relates crack initiauon

under generalized plane strain conditions with material failure at points within a distance of a

few crack-tip-opening displacements ahead of a crack front, and involves the formulation of a

micromechanical crack-initiation model. While this study is intended to address concerns

regarding the effects of positive out-of-plane straining on ductile crack initiation, the approach

adopted in this work can be extended in a straightfonvard fashion to examine conditions of

macroscopic cleavage crack initiation. Provided single-parameter dominance of near-tip fields

exists in the flawed structure, results from ihis study could be used to examine the

appropriateness of applying plane strain fracture toughness to the evaluation of circumferential

Haws, in particular to those in ring-forged vessels which have no longitudinal welds. In addition,

results from this study could also be applied toward the analysis of the effects of thermal

streaming on the fracture resistance of circumferemially oriented flaws in a pressure vessel.
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Background

For U.S. pressurized-water reactor (PWRs), use of plane strain frjcturu loughness daia to

evaluate the potential for initiation of longitudinal flaws in the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) is

appropriate when the RPV is subject to loading situations in which the total axial strain is close

to zero. However, the above approach may not be appropriate for circumferential flaws. In the

case of a circumferential crack the strain parallel to the crack front produced by the piessure-

induccd hoop stress is positive (Fig. 1). It is well-known from small-specimen testing ihat loss

of plane strain constraint results in ligament contraction along the crack front and an associated

increase in resistance to crack initiation [1,2]. For some structural materials, the elevated

toughness can be on the order of two to five times the plane strain value. Because a negative

strain parallel to the crack front has been demonstrated to be associated with a greater resistance

to crack initiation, it is reasonable to suppose that a positive strain parallel to the crack front may

be associated with an enhanced tendency toward crack initiation. The point to be made is not

that transverse strain is necessarily a cause of toughness deviation from a reference plane strain

value. Rather, available experimental data suggest the possibility of correlating the magnitude of

the crack-initiation toughness with the magnitude of the transverse strain. Issues thus arise

relative to the application of plane strain fracture toughness to the evaluation of circumferential

flaws, particularly to those in ring-forged vessels that have no longitudinal welds |3]. The need

for early resolution of these issues is accentuated by the fact that four out of five reactor vessels

that currently violate the minimum Charpy upper-shelf requirement given in [4] are of ring-

forged construction [5].

Current fracture analysis methods do not provide a straightforward procedure to estimate ihe

effects of positive out-of-plane straining on crack-iniliaticn toughness by extrapolating existing

plane stress to plane strain crack-initiation data. Current capability to estimate crack-initiation

toughness under conditions of minor relaxation from plane strain is empirical, and methods such

as Irwin's (3jc approach [6,7] are physically plausible only for limited deviations from plane

strain toward plane stress conditions. Without a better understanding of the coirelation between



a critical value of K or J at crack initiation and the associated through-thickness straining

conditions in the vicinity of a crack front, it is difficult to justify the use of an extrapolation

scheme to estimate effects of positive out-of-plane straining on crack initiation.

Objective and Scope

The objective of this paper is to describe the development of a method for estimating the

decrease in crack-initiation toughness, from a reference plane strain value, due to positive

straining along the crack front of a circumferential flaw in a reactor pressure vessel (RPV). This

paper will present the first phase of this work, which focuses on the development of a slip-line

description of the near-tip region based on a generalized plane strain version of the Rice-Johnson

model of a blunting crack under plane strain conditions. In addition, the scope of the

investigation is limited to crack front constraint conditions that can be described in terms of the

conventional one-parameter in-plane K-fields and the transverse strain. Preliminary estimates on

the change in crack-initiation toughness associated with either negative or positive straining

along a crack front will be presented. It is anticipated that results from the slip-line analysis will

be used to guide the development of a finite element description of the near-tip region in the next

phase of this study, at which time the effects of the higher order T-stress on crack initiation under

generalized plane strain conditions will also be examined.

While this study is intended to address concerns regarding the effects of positive out-of-

plane straining on ductile crack initiation, the approach adopted in this work can be extended in a

straightforward fashion to examine conditions of macroscopic cleavage crack initiation.

Provided single-parameter dominance of near-lip fields exists in the flawed structure, results

from this study could be used to examine the appropriateness of applying plane strain fracture

toughness to the evaluation of circumferential flaws, in particular to those in ring-forged vessels

which have no longitudinal welds. In addition, results from this study could also be applied

toward the analysis of the effects of thermal streaming on the fracture resistance of

circumferenrially oriented flaws in a pressure vessel [8-10].



Micromechanical Approach To Crack-Initiation Prediction

The crack-initiaiion prediction adopted in this study relates crack initiation under

generalized plane strain conditions with material failure at points in the vicinity of a crack front

and involves the formulation of a micromechanical crack-initiation model. A micromechanieal

or near-tip approach to crack-initiation prediction involves not only a proper description of the

near-tip stresses and strains at the onset of crack initiation but also considers the microscopic

mechanisms through which a macroscopically sharp crack initiates from its original position.

While a comprehensive understanding of these aspects of crack initiation is not yet available,

qualitative understandings of crack initiation have been available for some time. Examples of

crack-initiation models using a micromechanical approach can be found in the literature [11-19].

In principle, the micromechanical approach can be validated using plane strain to plane stress

crack-initiation data so reasonable confidence in its validity can be established.

The starting point of the micromechanical crack-initiation model involves a description of

the stress and sixain distributions within a distance of two to three crack-tip-opening

displacements (5t) directly ahead of a two-dimensional crack front. The essential difference

between this formulation and traditional small geometry change (SGC) linear-elastic and elastic-

plastic fracture mechanics formulations [20-22] is that large geometry change (LGC) effects in

the vicinity of the crack tip are considered. Consideration of LGC effects means that the

tradiriona] mathematically sharp crack is now replaced with a blunted notch under load, which is

the physically more meaningful crack-tip representation when one is interested in events within a

distance of a few 5 t from the deforming crack lip.

The near-tip model of a blunted notch employed in this study is a modified version of the

Rice-Johnson (RJ) model of a blunted notch under plane strain conditions [32,23,24]. The

modified RJ model presented here is formulated to analyze a blunted notch under generalized

plane strain conditions and is identical to the RJ model under plane strain conditions. Both the

RJ and the modified RJ models investigate LGC effecis by examining the near-lip stress and

strain fields using slip-line theory. Use of slip-line theory is properly limited to a rigid, perfectly



plastic material. However, methodologies exist within the context of both the RJ and the

modified RJ models to take into account elastic-plastic and strain-hardening material response in

an approximate fashion. Note that the near-tip analysis could be carried out using a finite

element description of the near-tip region, and such a description is planned for the next phase of

this work. The simplicity and "analytic" nature of the slip-line near-lip formulation, as opposed

to the "numerical" nature of a finite element description make the slip-line formulation well

suited to revealing qualitatively the effects of generalized plane strain on crack initiation.

Essential features of the problem can be readily highlighted and trends in results established. For

the purpose of providing preliminary estimates of the effects of transverse straining on fracture

toughness, the present methodology is deemed to be adequate for the first phase of this work.

Nevertheless, the probable limitations of one-parameter approaches are recognized.

Generalized Plane Strain Rice-Johnson Model

The modified or generalized plane strain RJ model follows closely the development of the

RJ model. However, instead of using plane strain slip-line theory, a generalized plane strain

description of the slip-lines has been employed. A general derivation of ihe slip-line equations,

for arbitrary values of the uniform out-of-plane strain component ez, is a formidable task.

Fortunately, in considering the effects of positive out-of-plane straining on crack initiation of

circumferential flaws in RPVs, one is interested in values of ez that are usually less than, and at

most on the order of a few times, the yield strain . Within a region of dimensions comparable in

magnitude to a few 5 t ahead of a blunted notch and over the range of values of ez of interest in

this study, it is anticipated that the out-of-plane stress component c z , analogous to its plane strain

counterpart, will remain the intermediate principal stress component. This is because, near the

crack tip, the value of ez is small compared to ex and ey. Development of the governing

equations for generalized plane strain slip-line theory, subject to the stipulation that oz remains

the intermediate principal stress component, is much more tractable and is presented in [25].

While the generalized plane strain equations given in [25] reduce to their plane strain



counterparts when e7 = 0, they cannot be used to analyze plane stress problems where ay - 0 for

reasons already stated. Associated with the class of generalized plane strain problems examined

in [25] are limitations on the forms of the generalized plane strain equations, and these

limitations have been made explicit in [25]. Let the degree of out-of-plane straining at a material

point be characterized by the value of the function C , which takes the form

In Eq. (1), e e is the Mises effective plastic strain defined by the relation

(2)

where Ejj is the strain tensor. The stipulation that Gz remains the intermediate principal stress

imposes limitations on the allowable range of values for Z-J^Q. Specifically, ez/ee must obey the

inequality

^ - (3)

such that the function £ assumes values in the range

1 > C > - ^ . (4)

A state of plane strain exists when the function C, takes on the value of unity. The generalized

plane strain, slip-line relations appropriate to both the sharp crack and the blunted notch

problems are developed in [25] and summarized in the following sections.



Small Geometry Change Solution

Under generalized plane strain conditions, the plane strain Prandtl stress field indicated in Fig.

2(a) is modified as follows. Within regions A and B, the slip-lines gradually deviate from the

indicated 45° and 135° inclination with respect to the crack plane as one moves away from the

plane of symmetry. This deviation is dependent on the degree of out-of-plane straining L. This

deviation from "straightness" also applies to the radial slip-lines within the centered fan C.

However, the asymptotic nature of the present problem (that is, the small size of the crack tip

zone being analyzed as compared to 5t) permits one to regard the sharp-crack slip-lines as

"straight".

Following [32], a deformation theory of plasticity is used to describe the strains, so that the

path independent J-integral [23] can be used to obtain simple relations between J, Rmax, and 8t.

Specifically, these relations subject to plane strain, small-scale-yielding conditions are given in

[12] and take the form

where TQ is the yield stress in shear. The quantity Rmax may be regarded as a very approximate

measure of the maximum distance to the elastic-plastic boundary along a radial line within the

fan. In Eqs. (5a and b) Poisson's ratio is taken to be v = 0.3. In addition, the Mises shear-tension

yield reL^on is used such that CTQ = ToV3, where OQ is the yield stress in tension. The

coefficients in Eqs. (5a and b) are probably slightly large, and discussions concerning more

refined estimates can be found in [12,16, 26-29]. For the purpose of this study Eqs. (5a and b)

are entirely adequate because it is the functional form of these relationships that is of interest.
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An important approximation in the RJ model concerns the manner in which the sharp crack,

SGC solution provides the appropriate boundary conditions for evaluating the near-tip fields of

the blunted notch, LGC problem. From slip-line theory, it is known that straight slip-lines

transmit a uniform velocity parallel to themselves. From Eq. (5b), it is seen that 5t is of the order

<JQ/E times the maximum extent Rniax of the plastic zone. Therefore, region D in Fig. 2{b) is

typically 2 orders of magnitude smaller than Rmax, such that when viewed on the larger size

scale of the plastic zone in Fig. 2{a) region D still appears as a point. It is therefore argued in

[12] that the velocities on the boundary of region D are known in terms of velocities in the fan

far away from the boundary, and these velocities are then assumed to be given by the velocities

in the centered fan of the SGC solution.

The crack-tip-opening displacement, when viewed on the scale of Fig. 2(b), is the relevant

measure of loading that determines the stress and strain distributions within region D.

Conceptually, this is equivalent to taking 8t as a measure of "time," so the velocities mentioned

in the previous paragraph are defined as the rate of change of displacement quantities with 5 t.

From [12] the radial velocity vr within the centered-fan region takes the form

Large Geometry Change Solution

Introduce a set of characteristic a.p coordinates into region D as indicated in Fig. 3 (taken

from [12]), where lines of [3 = constant and a = constant are the first and second principal shear

directions, respectively. The coordinate origin is located at the apex of region D and is defined

such that a = 0 and P = $ - n/4 on the upper boundary of region D and p = 0 and a = <•> - TC/4 on

the lower boundary. The first principal shear angle is denoted as <J). The scaling arguments

presented in the last section imply that the constant displacement rate V a , along each straight a

line of the LGC nonccntered fan, can be approximated by the radial displacement rate Vr of the

SGC centered fan, with the shear angle <J> of the noncentered a lines replacing the polar



coordinate 9 (which coincides with the shear angle) for the radial or a lines of the centered fan.

Consequently, the velocity normal to the boundary of region D, v a , now takes the form [12]

Evaluation of the stress and strain distribuiions within region D is thus formulated in terms of a

boundary value problem with the velocities as unknowns.

The present generalized plane strain study also assumes the validity of a single-parameter

description of the near-tip stress and strain fields. Consequently, relations of the type shown in

Eqs. (5a and b) also hold in the present case. However, it is not known if the numerical

coefficients under generalized plane strain are the same as those in Eqs. (5a and b). For the

purpose of comparing crack-initiation toughness values under varying degrees of out-of-plane

straining, the plane strain relation Eq. (5b) is assumed ro hold under generalized plane strain

conditions. Finite element results in [25] indicate that generalized plane strain leading introduces

modifications to the plane strain velocity fields [Eq. (6)] within the centered fan. A rigorous

finite element treatment of the present problem, for an elastic-plastic material, would entail a

Poisson's effect correction of the "remote" boundary conditions in Eq. (7), and the effects of this

correction were examined for the SGC problem in [30]. However, it is unclear how this

correction could be incorporated into the present slip-line model. In addition, the stipulation of

remote elastic K-fields in Eqs. (5a and b) properly limits the allowable range of the out-of-plane

strain to less than the yield strain. Within the framework of a slip-line approach and the intent of

this study, it is necessary to consider values of the out-of-plane strain that are on the order of a

few times the yield strain. As discussed in [25], the perturbations to Eq. (7) due to non-zero

values of ez are accounted for in this study using an empirical relation. The velocity normal to

the boundary of region D, V a , under generalized plane strain conditions now takes the form



The in-plane velocities wiihin region D, along the characteristic directions, are determined by the

solutions to the equations

(10a)

and

3Va p 3Sft

i m

where kz is the uniform "strain rate" along the out-of-plane direction, and S a and Sjj are

dimensional distances along the characteristic coordinate directions. Because 5 t serves as a

measure of "time" in this problem, the uniform strain rate ez is defined according to the relation

z d5t 8, •

An interpretation of Eq. (11) is that the magnitude of the out-of-plane strain component ez is

reached when the crack-tip-opening displacement attains the reference steady state value St, such

that the generalized plane strain loading situations examined in this study can be considered

proportional in nature. Therefore, the quantity ez/8t in Eq. (11) should be regarded as "'constant"

during an analysis. Because the derivatives dSa/da and dSg/d$ in Eqs.QOa and b) are unknowns

themselves, Eqs.(10a and b) need to be evaluated in an iterative manner for the unknown

velocities within region D. For the range of e^ values considered in this study, an efficient

iterative scheme is found by using the logarithmic spiral solution associated with a semicircular

notch profile as an initial guess for evaluating the derivatives dSa/da and 8Sjy9p. In all cases



considered, less than ten iterations of Eqs.(iOa and b) were required to achieve a convergent

solution.

Strain Distribution Directly Ahead Of A Blunted Notch

Following [12J, solution for the strain distribution directly ahead of the blunted notch lip

begins by associating all quantities along the x axis, directly ahead of the notch tip,

parametrically in terms of the tangent angle \y of the point on the notch tip intersected by the fi

slip-line drawn from the point of interest on the x axis, as schematically shown in Fig. 4. Hence,

Y - JI/2 represents the point on the x axis at the outer extremity or apex of region D. The point at

the deformed notch tip on the x axis corresponds.to \j/ = 0. From the velocity solution, the

dimensionless x-direction velocity component directly ahead of the blunted notch Vx is known

and can be expressed via y in the form

(12)

Let the deformed x-coordinate of a material point corresponding to angle y be written in terms of

the nondimensional function F(\y) defined by the relation

x = 6tF(v). 03)

In the RJ model the distortions occurring ahead of region D, in the neighborhood of the apex, are

considered small. As a result, the y-direction or "opening" strain E* ahead of the blunted notch

takes the form

A significant difference between the plane strain RJ model and the modified RJ model used

in this study arises from the assumption concerning the state of strain at the apex. The
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magnitudes of the strains in the constant stress regions A and B in Fig. 2(o) are on the order of

the yield strain, and hence the state of strain at the apex in Fig. 3 can be expected to be of similar

magnitude. Let £OR denote the shear strain components along the characteristic directions ahead

of the blunted notch. In the plane strain RJ formulation, eag = ey along the crack plane, so that

use of Eq. (14) within region D implies zero strain at the apex. Evidently, this assumption was

deemed acceptable in view of the large strain that develops adjacent to the blunted notch tip.

However, it is clear from Eq. (3) that the state of strain must have nonzero values of the in-plane

strain components for a state of generalized plane strain to exist at the apex (and throughout the

region D). Therefore, inclusion of the small, but nonzero, state of strain at the apex is crucial

toward a proper consideration of generalized plane strain effects. For the purpose of comparing

the difference in initiation toughness due to non-zero values of the out-of-plane strain ez, the

assumption is made that a nonzero value of £ftR = ea exists at the apex and that the magnitude of

this shear-strain component at the apex is independent of the magnitude of &,. The condition

governing eap at the apex employed in this study is admittedly arbitrary. However, within the

context of both the RJ and the modified RJ models, the state of strain at the apex is not

quantiiatively defined.

Associated with the assumption of eap = ea at the apex, Eq. (3) provides the "reality

condition" governing the admissible values of £z as a function of the assumed state of strain at

the apex of the form

| • (15)

The y-direction strain at the apex eya is related to ea via the relation

e > - « = e , - ^ . . 06)



The x-direction strain at the apex exa can then be found via the condition of plastic strain

incompressibility. The y-direction strain direct'y ahead of the blunted notch takes the form

By formally setting the apex shear strain ea = 0, the modified RJ relation Eq. (17) can be reduced

to its plane strain RJ counterpart Eq. (14).

In presenting numerical results, both the magnitude of the out-of-plane strain ez and the apex

shear strain ea are normalized with respect to the uniaxial yield strain EQ. The strain distribution

normal to the crack plane within region D cf Fig. 3 is shown in Figs. 5(a and b) as a function of

the normalized undcformed distance X/5t for £a/En = 4 and three values of ez/£o =- 2 ,0 ,2 .

Figures 5 (a and b) represent the same strain distribution drawn to two different strain scale for

clarity. First demonstrated by the plane strain RJ model [12], large strains are predicted directly

ahead of the blunted notch when LGC effects near the blunted notch tip are considered in a

consistent near-tip formulation. However, these large strains exist only within a distance of less

than three 5t from the blunted tip. A consequence of the limited extent of the large strain region

is that in situations where crack initiation involves ductile mechanisms requiring large strains,

the opening displacement at initiation must be such that the region D incorporates characteristic

microstrucrural dimensions relevant to the fracture process [12]. Note that a strain singularity is

predicted as X approaches zero in the present analysis due to the assumption of a smoothly

blunted notch. Plane strain finite element calculations based on a blunted notch profile (Fig- 2c)

that has included vertices suggest that the magnitude of the opening strain is large but finite as

the tip is approached [31]. For the values of Ea/£o and ez/£o indicated in Fig. 5, the strain

distribution is fairly insensitive to the input parameters except in the immediate neighborhood of

the apex.



Stress Distribution Directly Ahead Of A Blunted Notch

Solution for the stress distribution directly ahead of the blunted notch tip in Fig. 3 follows

closely the procedures employed in the plane strain RJ model, and therefore only the key steps

will be discussed here. Following [12], the uniaxial true stress-strain relation is assumed to take

the form

a = f( e l I)> (18)

where ffe11) is the uniaxial hardening relation. The equation for the y-direction "opening" stress

directly ahead of the blunted notch, within the intense strain region D in Fig. 2{b), then takes :he

form

where

l f e . j , (20a)

£D(V) = Jt* + e? + evez • (2 0 b)

and ey is given by Eq. (17). Under plane strain conditions such that £7 •- 0, M(i|0 = 3, and

ep(\i/) = ey and the corresponding RJ expression is recovered. Numerical evaluation of Eq. (20)

is based on a uniaxial power-law stress-strain relation of the form

f

In Fig. 6 the effect of the magnitude of the apex shear strain on the opening-stress

distribution is indicated for input parameter values N = 0.2, an/E -CQ = 0.0025, EZ/£Q = 0, and
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five values of the apex shear strain E^/CQ = 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4. The RJ prediction [12] assumes

eaB = 0 within region D (Fig. 3) and corresponds to the case E^/^Q = 0. Detailed finite-element

near-crack-tip results obtained by assuming K-dominated far-field conditions [16] and from

various compact-tension specimen geometries [32] indicate that the apex shear strain £a is on the

order of a few times the yield strain EQ. Note that there is actually a stress singularity predicted

in the hardening cases at X = 0, although the singularity is weak and dominates over a very small

distance relative to 8t as shown in Fig. 6. Physically, this upturn in stress as X approaches zero

can be disregarded for two reasons: (1) this upturn in stress is a consequence of the continuously

hardening stress-strain relation adopted in Eq. (21), and the stress would saturate if a limiting

flow stress is imposed on Eq. (21); and (2) the region of dominance of the singular stress is much

less than one 5 t so that its physical relevance can be questioned. Disregarding the stress

singularity, it is seen that a stress maximum is predicted at a finite distance ahead of the blunted

notch t:p when LGC effects are considered, in contrast to SGC, sharp crack analyses. This stress

maximum occurs either within the large-strain region, or at the location where the large-strain

stress solution intersects the small-strain solution. Note that both the value and the location of

the stress maximum are strongly dependent on the assumed apex strain state. The concept of a

maximum achievable stress suggests the possibility of abrupt toughness transitions with

temperature or loading rate in materials susceptible to stress-controlled cleavage failure [12].

This observation has important consequences with regard to the application of conventional

cleavage failure models, which consider cleavage failure to be possible when the maximum

achievable stress exceeds a material failure stress ovei a microscopically significant distance,

generally on the order of a few grain diameters.

In Fig. 7 the effect of out-of-plane straining on the opening stress distribution is indicated

for input parameter values N = 0.2, GQJE - 0.0025, E^EQ = 4, and three values of the out-of-plane

strain ez/eo = -2 , 0, and 2. It is seen that deviation from plane strain constraint results in either

minimal change or a decrease in the value of the opening stress ahead of the blunted notch.

While a decrease in a y under less than plane strain conditions appears consistent with observed



cleavage toughness trends, the rather pronounced reduction in 0"y due to positive out-of-plane

stTaining is counter-intuitive. Discussions on the observed trends for oy can be found in 125].

Implications of the present results regarding (ductile) toughness predictions under generalized

plane strain conditions are presented in the next section.

Material Failure Criteria and Crack-Initiation Toughness Prediction

A number of material failure criteria exist in the literature, all of which seek to correlate the

attainment of a critical value of the macroscopic fracture parameter, such as K or J, with more

fundamental material properties such as limiting stresses and strains. Because fracture

parameters involve a length dimension, an empirical microscopic length parameter—such as

mean grain size or mean void spacing—is usually associated with these material failure criteria.

In situations where the material failure process is ductile in nature, it is commonly accepted that

the failure strains are sensitive to the associated stress state.

A simple ductile failure criterion is adopted in this study to estimate the decrease in crack-

initiation toughness, from a reference plane strain value, due to positive straining along the crack

front. This material failure criterion assumes that crack initiation can be expressed in terms of

critical values of global or macroscopic stress and strain parameters and is similar to the simpler

of the two failure criteria used in [12]. Specifically, the Mises effective strain directly ahead of

the blunted notch is assumed to be the limiting strain parameter, and the critical value of this

strain parameter at failure is assumed to be a function of the associated triaxial stress state at the

material point. Following [14,15], the material failure criterion is assumed to take the simple

form

l , (22)

where am is the mean stress, ee and ae are the Mises effective stress and strain, and a is the value

of the failure strain as the triaxial stress ratio om/oc approaches zero. Motivation for the
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functional fonn of Eq. (22) comes from various theoretical analyses 111,33] which suggest that

i'ie growth of voids is strongly dependent on the state of iriaxial stress in the vicinity of these

voids. In Fig. 8 (taken from [15]), the experimentally determined material failure curves are

shown for a wide variety of materials. The failure curves are strong functions of the materials of

interest, and thus application of Eq. (22) to toughness prediction requires the generation of a

failure curve appropriate to the material under investigation. Two curves corresponding to a = 1

and a = 2 have been included in Fig. 8 for comparison with other experimentally generated

failure curves.

In the first phase of this work, a hypothetical failure curve corresponding to a = 1 in

Eq. (22) is used to examine the influence of out-of-plane straining on the deviation from plane

strain crack-initiation toughness. Note that, in general, the results to be presented based on a = 1

will not be quantitatively correct for RPV grade materials such as A533B at a given temperature.

The limiting values of ee associated with the a = 1 curve and various values of ez are determined

as the intersection of the a = 1 curve with the calculated stress-strain distributions. The

corresponding critical values of the normalized distance parameter X/8 t ahead of the blunted

notch tip can be related to a critical value of the fracture parameter K or J via relations of the type

indicated in Eq. (5b). Prediction of the absolute magnitude of the fracture parameter at initiation

(K = K .̂) requires that a definite value of the characteristic distance variable X = Xc be available.

Previous attempts at fracture toughness predictions based on definite values of Xc can be found

in [12,14]. In determining the relative change in initiation toughness due to e2, it is only

necessary to assume Xc is independent of ez. With the further assumption that the numerical

coefficient in Eq. (5b) is also independent of ez, an assumption that appears to be well supported

by the finite element results in [25], the relative change in initiation toughness can be

determined from the relation

( 2 3 )



where (K^, 5C) are the critical values of K and 5 t associated with a nonzero value of E/t and (Kjc,

5jc) are the critical values of K and 5t associated with the plane strain conditions corresponding

to ez = 0. Toughness predictions based on this procedure are summarized in Table 1 for input

parameters OQ/E = 0.0025, E.JEQ = 4, N = 0, 0.1 and three values of ZJZQ = -2 , 0, and 2.

Results in Table 1 indicate minimal change in the initiation toughness for the given choice

of input parameters. It should be re-emphasized that the material failure curve associated with

a = 1 is chosen merely to illustrate the manner in which the present analysis method could be

used to predict crack-initiation toughness. In addition, the results in Table 1 are strongly

dependent on the assumed form of the material failure criterion. The implication of these

calculations is that the decrease in crack-initiation toughness from a reference plane strain value

due to a moderate degree of out-of-plane straining is minimal, provided the stress and strain

states in the vicinity of the crack tip can be characterized by a one-parameter K field. Obviously,

this observation must be considered tentative, and much more work remains to validate the

assumptions and to improve the approximations used in the present analysis.

Discussion

Limited biaxial studies on part-through, surface-cracked plates [34,35] indicate that the

crack-initiation toughness expressed in terms of the stress intensity factor K is rather insensitive

to the range of biaxial loading examined in those studies under cleavage crack-initiation

conditions. However, it is significant that the implications from the present near-tip analysis

stand in consirast with wide-plate results presented in [36,37]. As dicussed in [25], it is believed

that a two-parameter approach is needed to characterize crack initiation in some of the wide-plate

tests. Use of the present approach to predict crack initiation under positive out-of-plane straining

conditions for a circumferential flaw awaits the determination of the near-tip stress and strain

fields appropriate to pressure vessel applications.
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Table 1— Toughness predictions based on yield
strain OQ/E = 0.0025 and apex strain zd% - 4

as a function of the degree of strain
hardening N and the degree of

out-of-plane straining E7j£Q

N

0

0.1

-2
0
2

~2
0
2

Ee

0.108
0.101
0.095

0.059
0.049
0.040

X/6\

1.232
1.255
1.280

1.465
1.542
1625

Kc/KIc

1.009
1
0.990

1.026
1
0.974



Figure Captions

FIG. 1--Configuration of circumferential flaw in weld of ring-forged reactor vessel

showing positive tensile hoop strains parallel to the crack front.

FIG. 2--(a) Prandtl slip line construction of near crack tip stress state for contained

yielding of an ideally plastic material. This slip line field corresponds to singular strains

in the fan region, and results in a non-zero value of the crack tip opening displacement;

(b) Slip line construction for the blunted notch region assuming a smooth blunted notch

tip profile; (c) Slip line construction for the blunted notch region assuming sharp vertices

exist along the notch tip.

FIG. 3-Schematic illustrating the definition of the slip line coordinate system (a.P) in the

neighborhood of the blunted notch. The first principal shear angle is denoted as <|>.

FIG. 4-Schematic illustrating the definition of the tangent angle y associated with

location along the x axis directly ahead of the blunted notch tip- The point at the

deformed notch tip on the x axis corresponds to \r = 0.

FIG. 5(a)--Distribution of the "opening" strain ey normal to the crack plane as a function

of normalized undeformed distance X/5t. Note that large strains are predicted ahead of

the blunted notch; (b) Distribution of the "opening" strain Ey normal to the crack plane

redrawn on a different scale along the strain axis. Note that for values of the out-of-plane

strain component ez up to 2X the yield strain EQ, the effect on the £y strain distribution is

minima].



FIG. 6-Distribution of the "opening" stress CJy nonnal to the crack plane as a function of

normalized undeformed distance X/6\. Disregarding the spurious stress singularity, it is

seen that a stress maximum that is strongly dependent on the value of the apex shear

strain ea is predicted at a finite distance ahead of the blunted notch rip.

FIG. 7--Distribution of the "opening" stress c y normal to the crack plane as a function of

normalized undeformed distance X/5t. Note that deviation from plane strain constraint

results in either minimal change or a decrease in the value of o\, ahead of the blunted

notch.

FIG. 8--Material failure curves for a variety of structural materials. It is seen that the

shapes of these failure curves are strongly dependent on the material of interest. Material

failure curves corresponding to a = 1 and a = 2 in Eq. (23) are indicated for comparison.
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